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PublisherÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Note:Ã‚Â  Ã‚Â Products purchased from 3rd Party sellers are not guaranteed

by the Publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the

product. One of the most widely used manuals of its kind, Handbook of Fractures, 5th Edition, is the

ideal, on-the-spot reference for residents and practitioners seeking fast facts on fracture

management and classification. Carry it with you for convenient access to the answers you need on

complete fracture care of adults and children Ã¢â‚¬â€œ from anatomy and mechanism of injury

through clinical and radiologic evaluation and treatment.Key Features:Visualize key aspects of

fracture management with abundant illustrations.Access vital information through quick-reference

charts, tables, diagrams, and bulleted lists.Stay up to date with whatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s new in the field

thanks to new chapters on intraoperative imaging and basic science of fracture healing.Get the

latest information on special topics such as multiple trauma, gunshot wounds, pathologic and

periprosthetic fractures, and orthopedic analgesia.Quickly find the information you need with

consistently organized chapters covering epidemiology, anatomy, mechanism of injury, clinical

evaluation, radiologic evaluation, classification, treatment, and management of complications.Now

with the print edition, enjoy the bundled interactive eBook edition, offering tablet, smartphone, or

online access to:Complete content with enhanced navigation.Powerful search tools and smart

navigation cross-links that pull results from content in the book, your notes, and even the

web.Cross-linked pages, references, and more for easy navigation.Highlighting tool for easier

reference of key content throughout the text.Ability to take and share notes with friends and

colleagues.Quick reference tabbing to save your favorite content for future use.
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Everyone knows this book is a must have for any sub-i, intern, and resident. must for every on call

room. well organized. Comes with a kindle access, which you can also acces on the kindle app if

you have another tablet device. fits in the white coat pocket. haven't really figured what's updated

from the previous edition, but I haven't gome through it all the way though.

Must have for any orthopaedic student or resident. Basic introduction, much like orthobullets.

Comes with online access that comes in handy.

The content of this book is great. Binding of the book was done wrongly such that some page

numbers are located at the wrong pages. For instance; from page 242, the next page is 519. Index

starts at page 761 and ends in 798. The book then continues from 243, and ends with page 518. I

would have given 5 stars if not for such errors.

Please offer kindle matchbook!!

It's ok as a basic reference for ortho trauma, but I never trust it definitely, I always look up primary

sources. Not to say that I don't use this - it gives me initial thoughts and classifications for fractures.

I just don't trust it and only use it sparingly on call.

Very concise, and very useful as a new PA to Orthopedics. Would be good for a primary care

specialist as well.

Great text for a medical student or physician that is pursuing orthopedics.

Good go to book for fracture management. From what I have seen, leaves out some take home

points the previous edition had. Small and easy to carry
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